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Customers not accolades
A different way of delivering housing services
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Portsmouth City Council
Housing Service
Portsmouth City Council status at July 2006

 Audit Commission Repairs and Maintenance Inspection
 Good 2 star with promising prospects for improvement

 CPA Scorecard
 Housing Service 3 out of 4

 BVPI 212 Void Performance 2005/2006 
 Portsmouth City Council = 30 Days
 Unitary Authorities Ave 44 days and Upper Quartile 30 days
 All England Ave 44 days and Upper Quartile 29 days
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What did we do?

We used the method to understand and 
define the Customers Purpose of the 
service  
and 
Actively Designed Services to meet the 
purpose
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What we found
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Then: systems
External Influences

IT Systems Budgets Policy & Procedure Functional Specialisation
Repair request info
Budget commitment

Cost of works
completed

Schedule labour 
and material

Repair info
carried out

W/o completion info. 
& customer satisfaction

Repair 
received

Contractor
receives job

Operative 
receives job

Obtain 
materials Attend repair Works order 

processed
Invoice 

received
Invoice 

paid

Hand off Hand off Hand off Hand off Hand off Hand off Hand off

Order part and 
re-book

Wrong 
address

50 - 100 p.a.

Wrong 
trade

1%

Invoice without 
V.O.

5 - 10%

No 
access
15 - 20%

Overbooking
3%

10%

Post inspection
Up to 4 week delay

Further works 
required

20%

Inaccurate 
contact details

30%

Invoice match fail
1 - 2 p.m.

Lack of 
time
2%

Wrong office
10% in CS

Wrong or no part
50 - 80%

No w/o issued
2 - 3%

No contact 
for Cat E
20 - 25%.

V.O. 
authorisation

30 - 40%

Wrong 
Contractor

1 - 2%

Not on 
Contract

20 p.a.

Hold payment as 
job incomplete

1 - 2%
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Then: people

 People couldn’t think for themselves
 They expected targets – we kept telling them targets were 

good so that became their motivation
 They expected processes and policies – from the centre, from 

the government etc 
 They discussed problems with their manager at 1–1’s and 

appraisals
 They were afraid to highlight problems in the system
 Problems got “fixed” in the management factory, by projects 

or Best Value reviews.

We had a culture of learned helplessness 
and safety in numbers
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Then: Summary

 Services were designed remotely against theory
 They were target driven
 They were disconnected
 People in the organisation left their brains at the door when 

they arrived and followed process
 They were afraid to be wrong or highlight issues
 They cheated
 Motivation was extrinsic

Not only were our services poor, but the people in 
it had their creativity and originality suppressed.
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Some challenges
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Leadership gap

 Your leader gets it 

 Their leader doesn’t 

 You have to be prepared to tell the King he’s naked

e.g’s. Sheltered Housing, 

aspects of HR unpicking and driving in waste
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Threats to sustainability

 External influences
 Legislation - homelessness
 Inspectors - repair categories
 Push Push Push - audit of academic qualifications

 Internal system conditions
 Policy/process - ID Badges
 Risk averse - what if - Data Protection
 Tool head approach - “ I don’t have to be a system thinker all 

the time!”
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Reversionary Thinking

 “Keep the Inspectors happy”

 The Cleaning and Grounds Maintenance example.
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Now
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Now: services

 Services are designed against customer purpose and demand
 They are based only on the value steps
 They evolve from practical experiment
 They are made sustainable and self improving
 We understand that they all link and will be subject to 

constant change
 We have removed targets
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Now: people
 People are encouraged to be imaginative, to alert mangers to 

issues and work together to solve them
 We don’t have 1-1’s and appraisals
 If something goes wrong we work together to solve it and 

mitigate against it happening again
 Motivation is intrinsic – the work itself
 Interventionists aim to leave people with the ability to fix 

things for themselves should they reoccur  

We have a culture of self help, self regulation and 
continuous improvement where leaders support people 

to create fulfilling work.
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Revenue Savings 
 Intervention A: Annual savings 

already achieved 
B: Additional 
savings expected 
by 31/3/2011 

C: Total expected 
annual savings to 
31/3/2011 (A + B) 

D: Possible future annual 
savings (additional to C)  

Response repairs £416,000 (cutting 
waste) 

£500,000 (projected 
reduction in net 
repair and 
maintenance spend 
this year) 

£916,000 £500,000 (projected reduction 
in net repair and maintenance 
spend in future years) 

Voids and 
Allocations 

£347,000 (cutting 
waste) 

 £347,000 £481,700 (void repair costs) 

 £160,800 (targeted 
asbestos checks) 

£55,700 (reduction 
in void rent loss) 

£216,500 £42,000 (further reductions in 
void times) 

 £137,500 (reduced 
b&b costs) 

 £137,500  

Green and Clean £145,000 (staff time 
efficiencies) 

 £145,000  

Rental Income 
intervention 

£40,000 (removal of 
waste) 

 £40,000 £33,800 (using on-line court 
entry without Legal Services 
solicitor, and on-line court entry) 

 £20,000 (postage 
saving) 

 £20,000 £1,700 (not using debtor traces) 

 £48,000 (reworking of 
former tenancy 
process) 

£10,600 (starting 
tenancies any day)  

£58,600 £14,400 (extended use of ‘any 
day’ tenancy starts) 

Outside Office Hours 
Service 

£124,000 (redesign of 
night cover) 

 £124,000 £23,000 (leaner process for 
outside normal office hours 
repairs) 

 £145,000 (revision of 
employment 
conditions) 

 £145,000  

Human Resources £11,000 
(proportionate savings 
from recruitment) 

 £11,000  

TOTAL ANNUAL 
SAVINGS 

£1,594,300 £566,300 £2,160,600 £1,096,600 

 


		Intervention

		A: Annual savings already achieved

		B: Additional savings expected by 31/3/2011

		C: Total expected annual savings to 31/3/2011 (A + B)

		D: Possible future annual savings (additional to C) 



		Response repairs

		£416,000 (cutting waste)

		£500,000 (projected reduction in net repair and maintenance spend this year)

		£916,000

		£500,000 (projected reduction in net repair and maintenance spend in future years)



		Voids and Allocations

		£347,000 (cutting waste)

		

		£347,000

		£481,700 (void repair costs)



		

		£160,800 (targeted asbestos checks)

		£55,700 (reduction in void rent loss)

		£216,500

		£42,000 (further reductions in void times)



		

		£137,500 (reduced b&b costs)

		

		£137,500

		



		Green and Clean

		£145,000 (staff time efficiencies)

		

		£145,000

		



		Rental Income intervention

		£40,000 (removal of waste)

		

		£40,000

		£33,800 (using on-line court entry without Legal Services solicitor, and on-line court entry)



		

		£20,000 (postage saving)

		

		£20,000

		£1,700 (not using debtor traces)



		

		£48,000 (reworking of former tenancy process)

		£10,600 (starting tenancies any day) 

		£58,600

		£14,400 (extended use of ‘any day’ tenancy starts)



		Outside Office Hours Service

		£124,000 (redesign of night cover)

		

		£124,000

		£23,000 (leaner process for outside normal office hours repairs)



		

		£145,000 (revision of employment conditions)

		

		£145,000

		



		Human Resources

		£11,000 (proportionate savings from recruitment)

		

		£11,000

		



		TOTAL ANNUAL SAVINGS

		£1,594,300

		£566,300

		£2,160,600

		£1,096,600
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Thank-you
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